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Fontos tudnivalók


Az utasításokat pontosan kell követni.



Csak az utasításban megadott helyre beírt megoldás fogadható el.



Szótár nem használható.



Minden kérdésre csak egy helyes válasz adható.



Csak az olvasható írás értékelhető.



Az aláhúzott, üresen hagyott helyekre vagy üres, nem besatírozott négyzetekbe kell
beírni a válaszokat.



Javítani lehet, de csak egyértelmű megoldások fogadhatók el.



A megadott szószámot nem szabad túllépni. Az összevont alakok egy szónak
számítanak (pl. “it’s” egy szó, “it is” két szó).

Welcome to the Listening component of the Matura Examination


There will be three tasks, and each recording will be played twice.



You will hear and you can also read the instructions to the task.



The instructions will be followed by a silent period on the CD in order to give you
some time to look at the task in your test booklet before hearing the text.



There is an example in each task marked with a tick [].
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Task 1 – Cheating in India
In this section, you will hear a story about cheating in schools in India. Your task will be to
complete the sentences with the EXACT words you hear in the text. Write only ONE word
in each gap. You will hear the recording twice. You have two minutes to read the questions
before the recording starts.

There is an example (0) for you.
(0) Authorities in India have expelled 600 high school students for cheating in their
examinations.



1 The parents___________________ the school walls and gave the answers to
questions through the windows.
2 Photos and videos show dozens of parents hanging on to the walls to give
_________________ to their kids.
3

Some cheat sheets were folded into paper ___________________________.

4

Over 1.4 million 10th graders ______________ the tests across Bihar state.

5 Bihar's education minister told reporters that schools faced a difficult job to
secure _________________________.
6

It's virtually impossible to conduct _______________________ examinations.

7

________________________ officers work at each school.

8. An official said, "we can't use ___________________ to drive away the parents".
Source of recording: http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/1503/150323-cheating-4.html

8 pont
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Task 2 – Staying connected

In this section you will hear a conversation in which Tom and Jess are talking about e-mail,
social networking sites and time on the computer. Your task will be to decide whether the
following statements are true (T), false (F) or we do not know (D) because the text does not
say. Write the appropriate letter into the boxes on the right. Write T if the statement is
true, write F if the statement is false, and write D if the text does not say. You will hear the
recording twice. You have two minutes to read the questions before the recording starts.
There is an example (0) for you.

True: T

False: F

The text does not say: D

(0) Jess is sitting at her computer at the moment.

D



9. Jess usually checks her e-mail more than twenty times a day.
10. Jess receives millions of e-mails every day.
11. Tom usually does not reply to the incoming e-mails immediately.
12. Tom thinks he is a boring facebooker.
13. Tom never updates his facebook profile.
14. Tom gets in touch with his family at the end of each day.
15. Jess prefers communicating via e-mail over facebook.
16. Jess does not have time to do the things she needs to do every day.
Source of recording: http://www.elllo.org/english/0951/T973-Tom-Connecting.htm

8 pont
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Task 3 – Smoking in cars with children
You will hear part of a radio programme about smoking in cars with children. On the test
paper you have ten multiple choice questions about the programme. Choose the best
response a, b, or c. You will hear the recoding twice. You have two minutes to read the
questions before the recording starts. There is an example (0) for you.

(0) When will Britain introduce a smoking 21.
ban?
a) next week
b) soon
c) March 2016
17. What would the British government
like to reduce by the new law?
a) drivers’ passive smoking
b) the harm cigarette smoke does to
children
c) cigarette costs

22.

According to the text, how was the smoking
ban received?
a) everyone agreed with it
b) all non-smokers agreed with it
c) some lawmakers disagreed with it
According to some lawmakers, the ban
takes away the freedom for
a) smokers to travel by car.
b) people to smoke in their own car.
c) choosing where to smoke in public
places.

18. According to the text, what do studies 23.
say about passive smoking?
a) it can almost be as harmful as
smoking
b) it is not harmful if someone smokes
only a couple of cigarettes nearby
c) children rarely do passive smoking

Some lawmakers said people should be
allowed to smoke in their own cars, because
smoking
a) is widely restricted in public areas.
b) should not be restricted in public places.
c) should be allowed only in private areas.

19. According to the text, why is it
dangerous to smoke in a car?
a) it can easily cause fire
b) it is uncomfortable for children
c) it can cause health problems

24.

A few lawmakers were worried that
a) more young people would smoke while
travelling by car.
b) smoking would become more widespread
in Britain.
c) the government might make the ban wider
in the future.

20. What will the new law make illegal?
a) smoking in cars
b) smoking in cars with children
c) smoking while driving

25.

According to the British health minister,
a) the freedom to smoke is more important
than the ban.
b) the freedom to smoke is much less
important than a child’s health.
c) smoking in your own car should be
banned.

Source of recording: http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/1402/140214-smoking-ban.html
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Write your answers here:

0

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

b



9 pont

This is the end of this part of the exam.
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